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Nice textbook. So I paid AGAIN despite having originally paid to rent it until my semester
finished. I don't know how the Psychology section chose this reserve, they obviously didn't go
through it or look over it. It is extremely big so a 2 in . binder is required to store the textbook.
This book is all but similar. Overall, it worked good for my class. Just Your Generic Heavy Text
Book I have taken a whole lot of classes. This publication is merely so generic text reserve it's
boring. Rent it Needed it for school Buy it Was perfect for my school Amazon best prices
Fantastic book for my daughter for college Fast mailing Great product Item was in excellent
condition Great purchase forgot to send come back label with the book didn't send return
label with the book Damaged book My book rental was included with pages ripped it looks
like they trim it with a box cutter , I wish I can come back it but I need it for class tomorrow
There are images that the authors make use of to ask queries to activate critical thinking. They
are so small it's hard to also look at them and start to see the information they are describing.
Why buy the new version? I personally can't stand textbook prices and I always try to
investigate if the "outdated" version will work for my course. After a while, a few of the pages
will need hole protectors as the holes began to rip. Extremely disappointed. I would purchase
this over the "new" edition aka a different picture on the front of the book. HORRIBLE rental
experience I rented this book online. I would do that multiple moments before it would work.
Needed for one of my classes Nice textbook. Webpages torn. FIRST its expired BEFORE the
date I rented it through. Will never buy from this source again.The images which were in the
book were in the Kindle edition, but all of the charts and graphs were really small and low
resolution, plus some were barely readable. Very reasonable prices. Kindle edition of the
publication - hard to navigate. This book has good content, but the Kindle format was very
hard to navigate. When i go through a chapter, I acquired no idea how long or short it had
been, or how much additional in the chapter I experienced to move, unless I reviewed the
material before i browse it. I have gotten used before but this product must have never been
allowed to be marketed in its condition. I would have loved to zoom in to the pictures, to get
information and detail, way more than the zoom feature they have for the text.I also disliked
that this content was organized by "places" rather than correlating web pages to the physical
text reserve. I disliked it because a publication this size right now there are tens of thousands
of "places" that are in this reserve. Five Stars Amazon book rental may be the way to move. I'd
have liked to have the "get better at chapter outline" outside of the text package in a
navigation bar, for simplicity. Additionally, the bookmark feature was hard to regulate and
arbitrary. If I book marked a full page, the book tag would only reference the first line of the
page, not necessarily the content i needed to reference. Plus I found it frustrating that neither
the highlighting feature nor the notes feature did not work on this book.In case you are getting
this for a class, which I bet you are, I wold buy the electronic version from another company,
with PDF style web page references and more navigation control. Worst psychology
publication ever! This is actually the WORST psychology book in the world! Needed for one of
my classes. The first few chapters are ok, but then it falls apart. The reserve jumps around and
breaks up theories making it hard to check out, making very hard to review. I would give the
bookno stars if I could. Over all it is an easy reserve to read Over all it really is an easy
reserve to read, until you get to sections that talk in circles. I also do find that there are some
biases in the book, weather they were simply overlooked in the editing procedure or are
intentional to press their opinion. Used isn’t always good. Was in that bad form. When trying to
accomplish homework on deadline, this is incredibly frustrating and detrimental. WORST yet
every single time I opened my kindle to utilize the E-book, it could say my preview had expired

and I would need to resend the ordered local rental to my device. Cannot use a binder since
the majority of the punch holes were not useable. A few of the chapters are re-worded but
that is all. Thank God it was an online course and I did not need to tote that thing around. I
disliked that unless I was on the chapter web page with the links I could not jump to particular
parts of the text. It Is also ridiculously heavy.
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